
Racquetbal l  |  Badminton |  Squash

1 Please describe your Racket to the best of your ability. 

2 Please circle the Main String from the list below.* 

3 FREE Hybrid String Service? (choice of two strings)**

4 Please choose your preferred tension from 40 to 65 lbs 
or leave blank for a professional technician to choose for you.

5 Would you also like a FREE overgrip attached?

1 Please describe your Racket to the best of your ability. 

2 Please circle the Main String from the list below.* 

3 FREE Hybrid String Service? (choice of two strings)**

4 Please choose your preferred tension from 40 to 65 lbs 
or leave blank for a professional technician to choose for you.

5 Would you also like a FREE overgrip attached?

Thank you for your purchase with RacketAid! We look forward to servicing your racket(s). 
Please fill out the information below to the best of your ability so that we can service your equipment without delay. 

Please describe your Racket to the best of your ability. (Ex. Technifibre Carboflex 125) 

Please circle the Main String from the list below.* 

FREE Hybrid String Service? (choice of two strings) If yes, please circle your second string choice for Cross String:

Please choose your preferred tension from 40-65 lbs or leave blank for a professional technician to choose for you.

Would you also like a FREE overgrip attached to this racket?

Racket 1
1

2

3

4
22lbs 32lbs

5

*For an in depth description of the strings, please scan the QR code at the top with your mobile device to learn more.
**If yes, please circle your second string choice for Cross String.

Yes No

More tensionLess tension
Your Preferred Tension

MONO-FILAMENT (BLACK)          SYNTHETIC GUT (WHITE)

MULTI-FILAMENT #1 (WHITE)          MULTI-FILAMENT#2  (WHITE)

MONO-FILAMENT (BLACK)          SYNTHETIC GUT (WHITE)

MULTI-FILAMENT #1 (WHITE)          MULTI-FILAMENT#2  (WHITE)

MONO-FILAMENT (BLACK)          SYNTHETIC GUT (WHITE)

MULTI-FILAMENT #1 (WHITE)          MULTI-FILAMENT#2  (WHITE)

MONO-FILAMENT (BLACK)          SYNTHETIC GUT (WHITE)

MULTI-FILAMENT #1 (WHITE)          MULTI-FILAMENT#2  (WHITE)

Racket 2

Yes No

Racket 3

Yes No

MONO-FILAMENT (BLACK)          SYNTHETIC GUT (WHITE)

MULTI-FILAMENT #1 (WHITE)         MULTI-FILAMENT #2 (WHITE)

MONO-FILAMENT (BLACK)          SYNTHETIC GUT (WHITE)

MULTI-FILAMENT #1 (WHITE)         MULTI-FILAMENT #2 (WHITE)

Please scan with mobile device
camera to see details of Our Strings.



1 Please describe your Racket to the best of your ability. 

2 Please circle the Main String from the list below.* 

3 FREE Hybrid String Service? (choice of two strings)**

4 Please choose your preferred tension from 40 to 65 lbs 
or leave blank for a professional technician to choose for you.

5 Would you also like a FREE overgrip attached?

Racket 4

Yes No

Racket 5
1 Please describe your Racket to the best of your ability. 

2 Please circle the Main String from the list below.* 

3 FREE Hybrid String Service? (choice of two strings)**

4 Please choose your preferred tension from 40 to 65 lbs 
or leave blank for a professional technician to choose for you.

5 Would you also like a FREE overgrip attached?

Yes No

MONO-FILAMENT (BLACK)          SYNTHETIC GUT (WHITE)

MULTI-FILAMENT #1 (WHITE)          MULTI-FILAMENT#2  (WHITE)

MONO-FILAMENT (BLACK)          SYNTHETIC GUT (WHITE)

MULTI-FILAMENT #1 (WHITE)          MULTI-FILAMENT#2  (WHITE)

MONO-FILAMENT (BLACK)          SYNTHETIC GUT (WHITE)

MULTI-FILAMENT #1 (WHITE)          MULTI-FILAMENT#2  (WHITE)

MONO-FILAMENT (BLACK)          SYNTHETIC GUT (WHITE)

MULTI-FILAMENT #1 (WHITE)          MULTI-FILAMENT#2  (WHITE)

MONO-FILAMENT (BLACK)          SYNTHETIC GUT (WHITE)

MULTI-FILAMENT #1 (WHITE)          MULTI-FILAMENT#2  (WHITE)

MONO-FILAMENT (BLACK)          SYNTHETIC GUT (WHITE)

MULTI-FILAMENT #1 (WHITE)          MULTI-FILAMENT#2  (WHITE)

MONO-FILAMENT (BLACK)          SYNTHETIC GUT (WHITE)

MULTI-FILAMENT #1 (WHITE)          MULTI-FILAMENT#2  (WHITE)

MONO-FILAMENT (BLACK)          SYNTHETIC GUT (WHITE)

MULTI-FILAMENT #1 (WHITE)          MULTI-FILAMENT#2  (WHITE)

MONO-FILAMENT (BLACK)          SYNTHETIC GUT (WHITE)

MULTI-FILAMENT #1 (WHITE)          MULTI-FILAMENT#2  (WHITE)

MONO-FILAMENT (BLACK)          SYNTHETIC GUT (WHITE)

MULTI-FILAMENT #1 (WHITE)          MULTI-FILAMENT#2  (WHITE)

MONO-FILAMENT (BLACK)          SYNTHETIC GUT (WHITE)

MULTI-FILAMENT #1 (WHITE)          MULTI-FILAMENT#2  (WHITE)

MONO-FILAMENT (BLACK)          SYNTHETIC GUT (WHITE)

MULTI-FILAMENT #1 (WHITE)          MULTI-FILAMENT#2  (WHITE)

Racket 6

Yes No

Racket 7
1 Please describe your Racket to the best of your ability. 

2 Please circle the Main String from the list below.* 

3 FREE Hybrid String Service? (choice of two strings)**

4 Please choose your preferred tension from 40 to 65 lbs 
or leave blank for a professional technician to choose for you.

5 Would you also like a FREE overgrip attached?

1 Please describe your Racket to the best of your ability. 

2 Please circle the Main String from the list below.* 

3 FREE Hybrid String Service? (choice of two strings)**

4 Please choose your preferred tension from 40 to 65 lbs 
or leave blank for a professional technician to choose for you.

5 Would you also like a FREE overgrip attached?

Yes No

Racket 8

Yes No

Racket 9
1 Please describe your Racket to the best of your ability. 

2 Please circle the Main String from the list below.* 

3 FREE Hybrid String Service? (choice of two strings)**

4 Please choose your preferred tension from 40 to 65 lbs 
or leave blank for a professional technician to choose for you.

5 Would you also like a FREE overgrip attached?

1 Please describe your Racket to the best of your ability. 

2 Please circle the Main String from the list below.* 

3 FREE Hybrid String Service? (choice of two strings)**

4 Please choose your preferred tension from 40 to 65 lbs 
or leave blank for a professional technician to choose for you.

5 Would you also like a FREE overgrip attached?

Yes No


